Subru legacy

The maker's flagship car , it is unique in its class for offering all-wheel drive as a standard
feature, and Subaru's traditional boxer engine. The Legacy is sold as the Liberty in Australia out
of deference to Legacy Australia , an organisation dedicated to caring for the families of military
service veterans. In , a variant of the Legacy with heightened suspension called the Legacy
Outback was introduced to compete in the burgeoning sport-utility vehicle class and proved to
be a sales success for Subaru. The Outback line was split into its own model in , known as the
Subaru Outback. As of , 3. Production of the Legacy ended in Japan in June The Legacy also
introduced an entirely new flat-4 engine series, called the EJ engine , which was quieter and
more powerful than the previous EA engine. The US-spec included the passive restraints
motorized seat belts through the model year with exception to the right hand drive Postal model
which was only available with conventional seat belts. Driver's side airbags were an option
midway through the model year and became standard in Passenger airbags weren't available
until the 2nd generation arrived in Both were turbocharged with the EJ22T closed-deck block
engine. Unique to the US market, it was SOHC, with different pistons, oil squirters, oil cooler on
the '91 model year, and other enhancements. The sedan was available with strengthened 4EAT
Automatic transmission or a stronger 5-speed manual transmission. The exterior was designed
by Olivier Boulay , who was hired by Subaru on a short-term basis. The tail light appearance on
both the sedan and wagon was influenced by the taillights on the SVX. In , Subaru decided to
make AWD standard equipment in all vehicles produced for the North American market, which
would be the case until The Outback was introduced with this generation in as a trim package,
then with increased ground clearance and raised roof line in Only AWD was offered
internationally, and the air suspension with height control was no longer offered. The term
"Limited" was used by itself on the Outback in Driver and front passenger airbags were added
with the redesigned interior as standard equipment in accordance with US Federal Government
regulations. There was a special 30th Anniversary Edition offered in the US with upgraded
interior and sunroof, spoiler, alloy wheels on the "L" trim level cars. The US-spec "Brighton"
trim level also carried over from the facelifted first generation version that was priced below the
"L" trim option. The next generation of the GT-B was introduced June , with the front and rear
struts supplied by Bilstein , [4] with the upgrade also available on the RS. The "B" designation
stood for Bilstein. Turbocharged versions continued to be available in markets that used
right-hand-drive configurations. Specialty touring and racing versions were available in Japan,
as well as the DOHC 2-liter twin sequential turbocharged EJ20H version on both the Legacy GT
sedan and wagon with an automatic transmission and the RS sedan and GT-B wagon with the
EJ20R and a manual transmission and a slightly higher horsepower rating, both identified as
"Boxer 2-stage Twin Turbo" on the engine cover shroud. In the special edition "Bilstein Edition
RX" was offered. It could be identified by a Bilstein badge on the right rear boot lid and a lower
stance due to front and rear Bilstein struts. With the introduction of the Legacy second
generation in Israel, the Legacy name was replaced by the B4 brand. Subaru launched the third
generation Japanese and world-market Legacy in June , while the North American model started
production in late as a model, also known as the BE for sedan models and BH for wagons.
European-market and Japanese models ranged from a normally aspirated 2. In the US market
the third generation Legacy went on sale with the 2. In the EZ30 , a newly designed 3. The
engine now met California's LEV emission standard. Flat roof wagons were no longer
manufactured worldwide, and instead the raised roof is used for both the Legacy wagon and
Legacy Outback. Daytime running lamps were introduced on US models starting with the Model
Year. Cabin air filters were available starting with models installed underneath and behind the
glove compartment door. Japanese-spec vehicles with the twin turbo had a choice of manual or
semi-automatic transmission called SportShift, that allowed the driver to push the automatic
gearshift selector to the left, and then allow the driver to shift the automatic like a manual
transmission. It was released worldwide in , with Subaru Indiana Automotive commencing
production in February for the North American markets for model year. The chassis was
redesigned and made stiffer, and it marked the return of a turbocharged engine to North
American Legacy, featuring a 2. Due to advancements in turbocharger technology and
tightening emission standards, the twin-turbo setup was dropped from the lineup.
Turbocharged models and the H6 offered Subaru's first 5-speed automatic transmission,
featuring SportShift technology licensed from Prodrive, Ltd. The model year Legacy for the US
market was offered in 2. All trim levels were available as Sedan and Wagon. For , the regular GT
was dropped, and the 2. The GT Spec B had an optional 6 speed transmission. Both models
featured Bilstein suspension as standard. Both wagon and sedan received a facelift in receiving
new bumpers and trim, the IHI VF38 twin scroll turbo was replaced with later models receiving a
VF44 auto or VF45 manual turbo. On May 10, , the Japanese-spec Legacy can be fitted with a
new collision avoidance feature, called EyeSight. It consists of twin CCD cameras, one on each

side of the rear view mirror, that use human-like stereoscopic vision to judge distances and
generally keep tabs on the driver. The system can help maintain a safe distance on the highway,
a lane departure warning system , a driver alert warning for various safety situations, and even
keeps an eye out for pedestrians. The Subaru EE flat-4 diesel engine, the world's first to be
fitted to a passenger car, is offered in both the Legacy and Outback sedans and wagons,
identified as the Subaru Legacy 2. The vehicle was released in the European Union starting
March , and is offered with a 5-speed manual transmission only. In , a Subaru Legacy concept
was designed to commemorate 20th anniversary of the model, [10] reported to be the basis of
the production version of the then upcoming fifth generation Subaru Legacy. The concept
vehicle was unveiled at the Detroit Auto Show. Production of the fifth generation Subaru Legacy
began the last week of May at the Indiana location, [12] and was unveiled at the New York Auto
Show. For the model year, the EyeSight driver safety aid has been installed optionally on all
international Legacy and Outback vehicles. The new for this generation Lineartronic
continuously variable transmission is used internationally on the EJ25 2. The 2. Internationally,
the EZ36 flat-6 engine is used in the Outback only, but is also available in the Legacy sedan in
both North America and Australia. The Japan-spec vehicle has discontinued using the EJ25
engine which increases vehicle tax liability for Japanese buyers, offering the EJ20 in both turbo
and non-turbo versions. The EE20 turbodiesel is available in Australia in the Outback. The sixth
generation of the Subaru Legacy made its debut at the Chicago Auto Show , and went into
production for the model year. The Legacy still uniquely offers standard all-wheel drive and
horizontally opposed engine layouts, but discontinues the manual transmission for the US
market in favor of the Lineartronic CVT on both engine configurations. EyeSight is Subaru 's
active safety system that uses twin CCD cameras , simulating stereoscopic vision. When
activated, it actively monitors the road through the windshield-mounted cameras, and can react
to driving conditions and possibly avert collisions. Unlike other manufacturers offering
stereoscopic cameras for drivers-asset purposes, the Eyesight system's cameras are not
bonded to the windshield. Thus, if the windshield is dirty on the inside, it may affect the
system's performance. The Adaptive Cruise Control function senses the speed and pace of
vehicles ahead, and can automatically adjust the speed the car is traveling at accordingly to
maintain one of four user selectable gaps. Pre-Collision Braking uses the same cameras to
monitor the activity of the vehicles ahead, and alerts the driver visually and audibly. If the driver
fails to act, more alerts will be sounded and the car will actively brake itself. This function
watched the driver's position within the lane lines, and alerted the driver if they were drifting out
of the lane if a turn signal was used, this alert was not activated , with Sway warning notified the
driver if they appeared to be unable to stay centered in the lane, suggesting they may be overly
drowsy. For the model year, a Lane Keep Assist was added, which applied steering torque to
prevent the driver from drifting from the lane. This function is active above 40 miles an hour.
Also standard on all cars with the Eyesight system are adaptive fog lights which aids in turns
and cornering and is based on the steering wheel degree. From , some world markets also
offered Subaru Adaptive Driving Beam ADB that allow a driver to leave their high beam
switched on at all times, and in combination with EyeSight, adjust a series of shutters that cover
portions of the high beam light projection to prevent dazzling oncoming drivers whilst
maintaining visibility of the rest of the road, or to "draw a box" of low beam around a lead
vehicle that adjusts left and right working with SRH in line with that vehicle's movement. Other
additions include front and side cameras along with Apple Carplay and Android Auto, and the
ability to change the colour of the combination meter illuminated rings to one of eleven different
colours. The Legacy also incorporates Subaru's side monitoring system as well. An amber light
is located in the respective side-view mirror stays steady if a vehicle is detected in the blind
spot or is approaching at a fast enough pace to interfere with a lane change, or flashes with an
additional audible alert if the driver is indicating a lane change or backing out of a parking spot
with an object approaching. All of these features are available on the 2. The sixth generation
was the final generation sold in Australia, with 31 sixth generation Liberty's offered up as the
"Subaru Liberty Final Edition". These featured various upgrades including STi wheel and body
components, unique numbering, upgraded infotainment system, black exterior highlights
instead of chrome, and blue and black stitching instead of the usual colours. The
seventh-generation Legacy made its debut at the Chicago Auto Show on February 7, to be sold
at United States and Canadian dealerships starting in the third quarter of Its exterior styling is
similar to the previous generation model, but the headlights and the taillights are slightly
restyled. The newly redesigned interior now features an Notable mechanical changes include an
updated base engine, the FB25 now featuring direct injection, and a turbocharged 2. In terms of
safety, there is a new optional facial recognition system which uses cameras to warn the driver
if the system detects that they are distracted or fatigued. In , the Legacy was declared the

number-one-selling 4-wheel drive car in the US by R. According to AutoFacts Inc. Recent 3. The
new model moved many models to simply B4 or even GT in some countries. In Australia, the 2.
The Legacy model brought forth a limited run of Spec B models. Starting in the Spec B became
a regular production model albeit a somewhat limited run. All Spec B models feature an
improved suspension system by Bilstein , navigation system making the Spec. B the sole pre
MT Legacy to get one , exclusive to the Spec B interior, 18" wheels, and additional aesthetic
modifications. It wasn't considered a truly competitive model at first, but showed promise under
the command of Markku Alen , who in managed a third-place finish at the Swedish Rally. Two
second-place finishes, one by each driver, strengthened the commitment of Subaru to the World
Rally Championship , the Legacy, and their drivers. Prodrive boss David Garraway was eager to
prove the potential of the new Impreza WRC car, but was charged with gaining a victory in the
Legacy before the Impreza could debut. This was the last WRC year for the Legacy, as the
Impreza debuted at the following event, where it placed second in the hands of Vatanen.
Richard Burns was successful in numerous events with the car during before joining the World
Rally team to drive the Impreza in The Legacy remains an ever-present competitor in rallies
around the world. The Legacy and the Impreza have many interchangeable parts which makes
for a very competent and reliable entry. The Legacy, and its Outback stablemate, has won the
Alcan Winter Rally several times; the first win was in followed by another win in , and This rally
is considered the world's most gruelling rally under the World Rally Championship. In the 38th
Safari Rally had 59 competitors total, only 10 of which were able to reach the finish. The Legacy
was the only Group N car able to reach the finish and was in 8th place overall. It features a
boxer-4 turbo charged engine. The car had also featured all-wheel-drive in the first season but
the layout was replaced with an FR layout in , which that season they got their first win in 39th
Pokka Summer Special. Models have typically been released into Japan and selected World
markets such as Australia, New Zealand and Chile in advance of the Continental European and
North American markets, with the first three being right-hand drive and traditional strong
markets for Subaru. North America usually releases its models one to one and a half calendar
years after Japan does, due to the fact that all current Legacies for the North American market
have been built at Subaru of Indiana located in Lafayette, Indiana since Notably, production of
the fifth generation Legacy at SIA started roughly the same time it did in Gunma. On March 14, ,
Subaru sold its three-millionth Legacy worldwide. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle. Main article: Subaru Legacy first generation. Main article: Subaru Legacy second
generation. Subaru Liberty LX station wagon Australia with clear rear turn signal lenses and
amber bulbs. Subaru Legacy Brighton wagon US with amber rear turn signal lenses. Main
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challenged and removed. June Learn how and when to remove this template message.
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Subaru Legacy was introduced in and saw a complete redesign of the Legacy on an all-new
platform. Development began by the beginning of , with styling freeze in early and engineering
sign-off in Blitzen was a special package above the standard Legacy vehicles, and all Blitzen
models were identified with the "B4" branding. Starting with this generation, Subaru installed an
electroluminescent instrument cluster which lights up when the engine is started, regardless if
the exterior lights are on. For the home market, the Legacy B4 and Touring Wagon were offered
in 2. B trim levels. The base model 2. B producing PS Due to advancements in turbocharger
technology and tightening emission standards, the twin-turbo setup was replaced by a twin
scroll turbo and AVCS. The 3. B are powered by the new PS 6-cylinder EZ30 engine. This special
edition model was based on the Legacy 2. The Legacy Blitzen of December is the special edition
based on the 2. These high-performance sports models came with special colour bright red,
sports suspension, inch alloys, unique grille, and aero-style bumpers. Based on the Legacy 2.
The WR-Limited models were painted in WR Blue Mica, and came with Gold alloy wheels, front
under spoiler, special blue and black seats, and special emblems. Also added to the Japanese
line-up in August was the Legacy 2. B tuned by STI. This sports model has Bilstein suspension,
5-speed for or 6-speed manual for models after , STI genome exhaust, Brembo brakes 4-piston
front, 2-piston rear and inch alloy wheels by STI. The Japanese Legacy received a cosmetic
update in May Notable changes included new bumpers, headlights, front fenders, grille, and rear
combination lamps. This facelift trickled down to export models in Although model grades
remained largely unchanged, the number of option packages available for certain grades
reduced. Urban Selection models were added to the 2. The 2. On , Subaru announced the
EyeSight models for Japanese market. The system included the ability to help the driver
maintain distance on the highway, a lane departure warning system , a wake up call alerting the
driver to a change in traffic signals, and pedestrian detection. EyeSight models were available
for Touring Wagon 2. It includes a 2. A special serial number plate is added to the center
console and engine bay VIN plate. Variable valve timing was added and the ECU was updated to
improve acceleration. The S was available in sedan and wagon bodies. Turbocharged models,
along with the H6 engine, offered Subaru's first 5-speed automatic transmission, featuring
SportShift technology licensed from Prodrive, Ltd. The model year Legacy was offered in 2. All
trim levels were available as Sedan and Wagon. The wagon body shared the roof sheet metal
with the Outback model that had raised metal "humps" under the roof rails, unlike the Japanese
and European wagons that had a sleeker roof. Another difference from other overseas markets
was that both sedans and wagons had longer front and rear bumpers, designed to meet the
Canadian 5-mph bumper specification. For , the regular GT was dropped, and the 2. The manual
transmission was also discontinued for the station wagon. Priced between the base and the
Limited models, the 2. The high-performance Subaru Legacy 2. B arrived as a unit limited
edition model for the model year, and became a regular model for the next following years. B
model is only available as a sedan and not a station wagon. For the model year, the Legacy
sedan received facelift with new bumpers, front fenders, tail lights, and alloy wheels. By this
time the Legacy wagon and Outback sedan were discontinued, leaving only the Legacy sedan
and Outback wagon, though the wagon was not discontinued in Canada. The flat-6 has been
available in the Outback sedan wagon since For , the 2. All other models are certified LEV2. The
Ecomatic Autogas Hybrid is a version of the Legacy with the 2. The vehicle is offered with a
5-speed manual transmission only. Initially the model grades were 2. Premium Pack was also
offered for the GT. In the Liberty 2. B was also available as Blitzen model with sport grill and
aero bumpers. B received a bigger 2. All model's were offered with a manual or auto
transmission's. On October 22, , with the debut of the fourth-generation Legacy at the 60th
Frankfurt Auto Show , the Outback name was now being used in all markets with the launch of
the third-generation Outback wagon, which until that point had only been used in export
markets. Models equipped with a 3. The ground clearance is 8. In some countries, such as
Canada, it varied by what engine was installed. The highest trim level offered in the United
States was the Outback " L. Bean Edition " that offered optional equipment as standard,
including a wood and leather steering wheel, an auxiliary port on the stereo for external music
player compatibility and later , perforated leather seats, GPS navigation , a double-sized,

one-piece glass moonroof, Limited-slip differential , and the 3. Starting with this generation, the
interior retractable rear cargo cover had a separate stowage compartment in the spare tire
storage area so that the cargo cover could be removed for large items and stowed out of the
way inside the vehicle. A new Outback variant for the and newer years was the Outback XT. This
model came with the same turbocharged 2. The XT model came equipped with any 2 of the 3
standard transmissions: a 5-speed Auto-SportShift, or a 5-speed manual. As of the model year,
the Legacy wagon and Outback sedan were discontinued in the United States, leaving only the
Legacy sedan and Outback wagon models. The Outback wagon also received styling revisions
for the model year, most notably an enlarged, chrome-ringed grille. Additionally, in July, Subaru
ceased offering a special edition L. Bean trim level on the Outback. All other models were
certified LEV2. The PZEV Outback was available for sale in all 50 states, unlike other
manufacturers, who usually only sell PZEV certified vehicles in states that have adopted
California emission standards. Starting May , the Japanese-spec Legacy could be fitted with a
new safety feature called EyeSight. It consists of two cameras, one on each side of the rear-view
mirror, that use human-like stereoscopic vision to judge distances and generally keep tabs on
the driver. The system helps maintain a safe distance on the highway, warns the driver during
unintended lane departure, emits a wake up call should everyone else pull away from the traffic
lights , and keeps an eye out for pedestrians. These diesel models were introduced at the
Geneva Motor Show in March, Identified as the "Subaru Outback 2. According to the Subaru
Owners on-line newsletter dated March , Subaru was planning to introduce the diesel Legacy
and Outback models in the U. Subaru diesel models should be domestically available in two to
three years. Only of these were released. The facelifted version of units were released and
powered by the 2. The model was limited to units, and has black Brembo brakes and slightly
different Enkei rims. All models are equipped with electronic drive by wire throttle control.
Manual transmission models have a center differential. Automatic transmission models have an
electronically controlled clutch which provides power to the rear wheels. The Legacy is fitted
with MacPherson strut front suspension and multilink rear suspension. The fuel tank has a
capacity of 64 litres 17 US gal. The wagon has litres of trunk space, while the sedan Only in the
wagon are there split-folding rear seats, which offer 1, litres of trunk space when folded down.
The bonnet, fifth door, steering column and some parts are made of aluminum to reduce weight.
All automatic transmission models from MY05 on include Sportshift manual gear selection
mode. MYMY09 both spec. B and non-spec. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For a
complete overview of each generation, see Subaru Legacy. Motor vehicle. Retrieved June 1,
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